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LAKE HILLS PARK ASSOCIATION 
 

Pool Rules 
1. Members must use/show gate card and sign in to gain entry. 
2. Each member household is entitled to 4 guests per day. After 20 
guest passes are used, members may buy more for $1 each. 
3. Children, ages 5 and under, and any individual wearing a personal 
flotation device must be accompanied into the water by an adult (age 
18+) who must remain within arms’ reach. 
4. Guests and children, ages 12 and under, must be accompanied by 
their member sponsor at all times. 
5. All activities present certain inherent risks and hazards which the 
participant assumes. Lake Hills Park Association (“LHPA”) assumes 
no liability for injuries or damages arising from the results of 
participation unless due to willful or gross negligence on the part of 
LHPA. 
6. Infants/children who are not toilet trained and adults who are 
incontinent, who wish to enter the pool, must wear a swim diaper 
which must fit snugly around the legs and waist.  Caregivers must 
check diapers 3 times per hour, and such diapers must be changed in 
the restrooms only. The member sponsor will be held financially 
responsible for any and all costs associated with remediating a fecal 
release. 

a. If a fecal accident occurs, ALL swimmers must exit the pool 
immediately, and the pool will be closed for a minimum of 2 
hours from the time the pool has been chemically treated. 

 b. Fecal accidents should be reported to pool staff immediately. 
7. No diving (except during managed competitive events).  No back 
flips or front flips from the sides of the pool.  No sliding or climbing on 
any handrail. 
8. No running, pushing, horseplay, dunking, or chicken fights 
permitted. 

a. This includes conduct by any person deemed to be 
dangerous, unreasonable, or offensive.  This includes loud or 
explicit music in the pool area. 
b. Members are responsible for the behavior of their children 
and guests. 
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c. Any individual who is disciplined repeatedly, or who commits 
a serious infraction, will lose all pool privileges for the rest of the 
season. 

9. Persons with unhealed cuts, eye or skin infections, burns, blisters, 
or contagious illnesses  shall NOT enter the pool. 
10. Pool users must wear swimming suits or swimming trunks upon 
entry into the pool. Clothing such as cut-offs, gym shorts, and 
underwear is not permitted as swimwear.   
11. Gum chewing is not permitted anywhere in the pool complex for 
health and safety reasons.  Food shall only be consumed 6 feet away 
from the pool or more. 
12. All patrons should shower before entering the pool area. 
Sunbathers should shower before each entrance into the water in 
order to rinse off perspiration, lotions, sunscreens, etc. 
13. Non-swimmers must remain in shallow water (chest deep or less). 
14. During storms, the pool will be closed and the entire area cleared 
of patrons at the discretion of the pool staff. The pool will normally 
open 30 minutes after the storm has passed, i.e., 30 minutes without 
thunder and/or lightning. 
15. Glass containers of any kind, alcoholic beverages, tobacco 
products, drugs, and pets are not permitted in the pool area. An 
exception will be made for service animals. 
16. No person within the pool grounds shall behave in such a manner 
as to jeopardize the safety and health of him/her and others. Such 
behavior, including abusive or profane language, shall be grounds for 
expulsion. Persons under the influence of alcohol or drugs will not be 
permitted in the pool facility or in the surrounding area. 

a. Repeated disciplinary action, or a serious infraction, is 
grounds for the revocation of pool privileges. 

17. Any injury occurring in the pool area must be reported to the pool 
staff immediately. 
18. Clear the pool immediately when you hear one long blast of the 
whistle. 
19. Lifeguards have the authority to enforce all pool rules. Patrons 
who violate the rules may be ejected by staff. Repetitive violations 
may result in suspension or revocation of the pool access privileges 
of both the guest and the member sponsors. A member sponsor’s 
refusal to comply with the direction of pool staff may result in 
revocation of membership. 
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20. Members are responsible for securing all of their belongings that 
they bring to the pool.  Please contact pool staff if you lose an item.  
LHPA is not responsible for any lost or stolen property. 
21. Any use of the pool outside of posted times is not allowed and 
may result in a revocation of pool privileges and/or criminal 
prosecution. 
22. Any inappropriate use of pool equipment may result in a 
revocation of pool privileges. 
23. Any members and/or their guests that commit acts of vandalism 
to the pool or surrounding area will lose all pool privileges for a period 
of time to be determined by the LHPA Board and will be held 
responsible for cleaning and/or repair to the damages item(s).  In the 
event the vandal is a juvenile, the parents shall assume full 
responsibility for their child’s actions.   


